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Abstract Home ad hoc networks ar e set s of devices that self-configure and interact
to offer enhanced services to their users. These networks are het erog e
neous , dynamic and fully decentralized . Moreover, they generally lack
a skill ed administrator. T hese properties dramatically reduce the effi
ciency of classical security approaches: even defining the boundaries of
such networks can be difficult . A way to solve this problem has been
recently proposed , using the concept of secure long-term communities.
This solution relies on one crit ical op eration: th e secure insertion of a
device in the hom e ad hoc network. In this article, we pro pose two ways
to improve this op eration, using store-and-forward techniques. The first
improvement deals with the ability to achi eve insertion under loose con
necti vity circumstances. The other improvement deals with the ability
for t he user to use a ny trusted device in order to realize the insertion,
especially in het erogeneous networks.
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INTRODUCTION
Communities are sets of principals linked by a trust relation. They can

be encountered in many fields, from social interactions and commerce to
corporate networks and horne ad hoc networks.

Horne ad hoc networks can be viewed as communities where princi
pals are horne devices (figure 1) and where trust relations are precon
ditions for device communicat ion. Ahorne ad hoc network may evolve
along time: some devices could be inserted, while some others could
be removed. Nevertheless, the horne ad hoc network should still ensure
consistency (a device is in the horne ad hoc network or not) , as well as
correct trust management (a device can securely check if another one
belongs to the horne ad hoc network).
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Due to t heir na ture and environment, horne ad hoc networks pr esent
add it ional const raints:

High heterogeneity
Devices have various computing powers, bat tery lifet imes, op er
ating systems, communicat ion protocols. Generally, not all t he
devices t hat constitute a horne ad hoc network are able to commu
nicate directly: see for instance t he digital T V set and t he modem
in figure 1.

Erratic connectivity
Ahorne ad ho c network may physically split and merge arbit rarily,
according to the user 's moves and devices availa bility. As showcd
in figure 2, t he MP3 player, the digi tal assist ant and t he digit al
came ra can for inst ance be temporarily disconnected from the rest
of t he network.

Poor administration
For wide public acce ptance, horne ad hoc networks should no t be
administ ration inten sive for horne users. Users may not have skills ,
motivation or t ime to perform advanced administrative tasks.

No central device
Users will acquire devices accord ing to thei r needs. T herefore t he
existence of a speci fic device in t he network cannot be ass umed .
In figure 1 for instance, no device is intended to interconn ect all
t he othe r devices. Moreover , due to erratic connectivity, no device
ca n be considered always available.

No central information
As some devices may be lost or stolen , t rust management infor
mation should not rely on cent ral information [9] . Consequen tly,
solutions based on pre-shared secret da ta or cent ralized cert ifica
tion authority ca nnot be used .

One important point to ensure the security of a horne network is
first to define its boundary. For instance, technologies such as virtual
private networks or firewalls su ppose some notion of boundary or at
least of an "inside" to be protected and an "outside" to be protected
from. Consequently, befor e protecting t he horne ad hoc network, it is
impor tan t to securely de fine which devices belong to it.

To achieve t his, exist ing approaches such as [2] [5] [8] [13] [15] [16] rely
on a secure inser tion op erati on , genera lly with user participation. Other
approaches , such as [17] do not require user participati on, at t he price of
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Figure 1. Ahorne ad hoc network.
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possible erroneous insertions. In this paper we propose generic improve
ments for robustncss and handiness of the insertion operations with user
participation.

In section 1, we indicate notations and recall from [13] a set of basic
community operations, as well as their consequences on trust relations.

In section 2, we show how store-and-forward techniques can improve
the robustness of the insertion operation.

In section 3, we show how store-and-forward techniques can improve
the handiness of the insertion operation.

1. PRELIMINARIES

1.1 Notations

We mainly adopt notations from [13] and add explicit trust relations.
Individual devices are denoted by letters. Trust relations are denoted by
arrows: x ---.. y means that device x trusts device y as being in its horne
ad hoc network. Mutual trust is denoted x ~ y, meaning that x ---.. y
and y ---.. x simultaneously hold .

Note that, in horne ad hoc networks, trust relations between devices
are transitive. Even if all the devices of the horne ad hoc network do
not necessarily belong to one and the same person, all the users of the
same household share the same interest in interconnecting their devices
securely. Consequently, they share the same policy about the devices
that belong to the horne ad hoc network, and all the devices that belong
to it follow the same policy. In other words, when a device is inserted in
ahorne ad hoc network, all the users agree on this insertion. Moreover,
the devices that belong to the same horne ad hoc network can reasonably
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trust each others: when x trusts Y as being in its horne ad hoc network,
all the devices of this horne ad hoc network should also consider Y as
so. Transitive trust is denoted x ---.* y, which means that x trusts y as
being in its horne ad hoc network because a device z, that is trusted by
x (x ---. z), trusts or transitively trusts y (z ---.* y) as being in the horne
ad hoc network.

The set of devices that can bidirectionally cornmunicate with x at a
given time is denoted <I> (x).

The local community of x is denoted A(x) and defined by A(x) =
{y I x ---. y}.

A community defined by its elements is denoted C = {Xl'" Xn} with
'VXi, Xj E C,xi ---.* Xj.

1.2 Basic operations

We now define the main operations on communities in horne ad hoc
networks. In this section, operations are defined supposing there is total
connectivity between all the devices of the community. We show in
section 2 how the insertion operation can be approximated under more
realistic circumstances.

Initialization turns an isolated device into a community that contains
only this device. Typically, initialization is done when acquiring a
new device and turning it on for the first time.
init : x f-t {x} with A(x) = {x}

Insertion adds a device to an existing community. For convenience,
we suppose that the new device has been initialized just before
insertion starts.
insert: {Xl" .xn}, {y} f-t C = {Xl" .xn,y} with A(y) = A(Xi) =
C

Merge is the extension of the insertion operation to communities.
merge : {Xl", Xn}, {YI ' " Ym} f-t C = {Xl", Xn,YI ... Ym} with
A(Xi) = A(Yj) = C

Removal happens when a device has to leave the horne ad hoc net
work, typically when it is sold or given. This device is considered
available at the time of rem oval.
remove: {Xl" .xn,y} ,y f-t C = {Xl" .Xn} with A(Xi) = C and
A(y) = {y}

Banishment is another form of removal, that occurs when a device
that has to be removed from the community is not available, e.g.
because it was lost or stolen.
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banish : {Xl'" X n , y}, Y 1---+ C = {Xl'" X n } with A(Xi) = C and
Vi,x, f+ Y

2. ROBUST INSERTION

2.1 Realistic insertion conditions

In this section, we address the case of insertion under realistic circurn
stances, that is when perfect connectivity is not ensured. Ahorne ad
hoc network rnay physically split. In this case, it is made of physically
separated partitions, and the devices of each partition cannot cornrnu
nicate with the devices of the others. Nevertheless, they still are in the
same cornrnunity. This happens for instance when the user ternporarily
leaves his or her horne, taking sorne portable devices with hirn or her (fig
ure 2). When she or he is back, all the devices are able to cornrnunicate
altogether again.

Fiqure 2. A partitioned horne ad hoc network.

A partitioned cornrnunity can be defined as: C = {Xl" . X n, YI . .. Ym}
with <I>(xI} = ... = <I>(xn ) and <I>(Xi) n <I>(Yj) = 0. The partition
{Xl' .. X n } is hereafter called the first partition. The rest of the cornrnu
nity is hereafter called the other partitions.

When a user inserts a new device in the first partition of the commu
nity, the ideal insertion operation defined in section 1.2 is not possible.
Only the devices in the first partition can receive the information that a
new device is inserted. Devices frorn the other partitions are not reach
able.
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We propose to minimize this effect by using a secured and fully dis
tributed store-and-forward mechanism of trust management informa
tion.

2.2 First stage: gaining trust

In our proposal, each device owns a public/private key pair. This key
pair can for instance be set-up during the initialization operation. A
device knows the other devices of its community through their public
key, or a secure hash of their public key, as proposed in SUCV [lOJ and
CAM [11]. We hereafter call the public key or the secure hash of a device
its "provable identity" .

We also choose that trust relation ---t is expressed by certificates.
x ---t y stands for C ertx(y), meaning that the device x has issued a
certificate for the device y 's public key. Trust relation ---t* is expressed
by chains of certificates. x ---t * y holds for the chain of certificates
1 S i S n, Certxi (xHd with X l = x and x n = y.

Each device periodically broadcasts its provable identity to inform the
other devices of its physical availability.

We now indicate the algorithm for inserting y in the community of x.

1 x detects the incoming device y by receiving its provable identity.

2 x notifies the user, displays the provable identity of y using a secure
and user friendly representation such as a random art visualization
[12], and waits for user confirmation.

3 The user checks that the provable identity displayed on x's screen
is really y's provable identity (for instance by asking y to display
a random art visualization of its own provable identity) . If so,
the user confirms to x that y belongs to x's community. x then
generates a certificate x ---t y , and stores it.

4 x sends the certificate x ---t y to y .

5 y stores the certificate x ---t y if and only if it already knows y ---t X .

6 y answers by a certificate y ---t x if and only if it alr eady knows
y ---t X or y ---t* X.

7 If x received the answer, x stores the certificate y ---t X .

8 If x knows the certificate y ---t x, then x notifies the user that the
insertion of y is complete.
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Here is the explanation that this algorithm correctly achieves inser
tion, provided that the user confirms to each device that the provable
identity it displays matches the one to be inserted.

During the insertion , both devices apply the same algorithm. Without
loss of generality, we suppose that the user first logs on device x . He
or she sees the notification that a new device y is waiting for insertion.
The user checks the random art representation of y's provable identity.
Consequently, no other public key than y's can be inserted. The user
then confirms. At this time, y has no information about x. In particular,
y does not know that y ---. x, and will not reply to any message from x.
Then, at the end of step 4, x only learned x ---. y, and y learned nothing.

Now, the user logs on y to complete the insertion. y executes the same
algorithm, with x knowing that x ---. y . Thus, x answers to y message
on step 6, providing y more information on trust relation. At the end of
step 8, x learned y ---. x (x already knew x ---. y) and y learned y ---. x
and x ---. y. In other words, both x and y learned that x f-+ y. 0

At this stage, robustness comes from thc fact that a device never
assurnes that sent messages are received. Instead, the user validates
insertion by giving confirrnation to the first device and then to the second
device.

2.3 Second stage: spreading trust

In order to reduce user's involvement and to spread trust, the devices
of the same community exchange information about the other devices
that belong to it .

On a regular basis, a device x sends to each devicc y for which it
has the certificate x ---. y and the other one y ---. x all the certificates
it has about the devices Zi that x trusts as being in the community
(i.e, the certificates x ---. Zi)' It also sends the certificates or the chains
of certificates it has that prove that these Zi trust x (i.e, Zi ---. x or
Zi ---. * x), as explained in the following algorithm:

1 x detects y, for which it has a mutual trust relation with, i.e, for
which it has both certificates x ---. y and y ---. x.

2 x sends to y all the certificates it has about the devices Zi that it
trusts as being in the community, i.e. the certificates x ---. Zi, as
weIl as the certificates or the chains of certificates it has that prove
that these Zi trust x, i.e. Zi ---. x or Zi ---.* X.

3 If y knows y ---. x and x ---. y, for each Zi that y does not know
as y ---. Zi, Y generates the certificate y ---. Zi and stores it. It also
appends the certificate x ---. y to the certificate Zi ---. x or the chain
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of certificates Zi ~ * x. y stores this chain of certificates Zi ~ * y.
y now knows that Zi belongs to the community, and can prove it
the next time y and Zi meet, as explained later.

4 If y knows y ~ x and x ~ y, for each Zi that y does know as y ~ Zi,

it checks the length of the certificate chain obtained by appending
the certificates Zi ~ x or the chains of certificates Zi ~* x to the
certificate x ~ y. If it is shorter than the chain of certificates it
already has for Zi, it replaces it by the new one .

At the end of the algorithm, y knows all the devices Zi that x trusts
as being in the community. Moreover, y has all the chains of certificates
to prove Zi that they belong to the same community.

When y detects an incoming device Zi that it trusts, i.e. for which is
has a certificate y ~ Zi , and for which it does not have the certificate
Zi ~ Y but a chain of certificates Zi ~* y, y sends to Zi the chain
of certificates Zi ~ * Y to prove to Zi that they belong to the same
community, as explained in the following algorithm:

1 y detects an incoming device Zi , Y knows that y ~ Zi, and y has a
chain of certificate Zi ~* y .

2 y sends to z ; the chain of certificate Zi ~* y .

3 If the received information Zi ~* Y is correct , i.e. if the chain of
certificates is valid, Zi computes the certificate Zi ~ y, stores it,
and sends it to y.

At the end of the algorithm, both y and Zi know they are in the same
community, and each of them knows that the other one knows it .

2.4 Related Work

Some proposals have already been made for secure group management
in ad hoc networks. Zhou and Haas [18] have proposed to use threshold
cryptography to certify public keys in ad hoc networks. Some special
devices, known as servers, have shares of a private key corresponding to
a public key known by all the devices belonging to the group. A device is
inserted when a minimum number of servers generates a partial signature
of its public key. This proposal requires a certain number of servers to
be present to insert a new device , and consequently does not perfectly
fit with the requirements we stated for horne ad hoc networks.

Stajano [14] proposes to manage groups of devices by uploading policy
rules during the imprinting phase ofthe Resurrecting Duckling [15] about
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the devices that should be trusted. However, the knowledge of the
trusted devices is obtained only at the time of imprinting, and nothing
is proposed to update it. Some other proposals [6J [1J use and extend
[15J to manage groups, but none of them proposes updates of the groups
that fit with the requirements we stated for horne ad hoc networks.

Other works have also proposed to use web of trust in order to set
up trust relations between principals in an ad hoc network. Because
there is no always-available-PKI in ad hoc networks, Capkun, Buttyan
and Hubaux [3J [7J [4J propose that each device stores a subset of the
available certificate. Two devices that want to securely communicate
share the certificates they know and try to find a chain of certificates that
could certify each other's public key. These proposals differ from ours
because the goals are different. While Capkun, Buttyan and Hubaux
intend to create pairwise secure relations between devices, we intend to
securely manage groups. Consequently, the way each device manages its
certificates is different.

3. HANDY INSERTION
Aside from robustness, another essential criterion in horne ad hoc

networks is handiness. If insertion is not handy enough, users will even
tually try to circumvent boring security mechanisms related to it. In
section 3.1, we recall how the user is involved in most existing insertion
methods. In section 3.2, we modify the proposed mechanism to make
the insertion less demanding to the user. In section 3.3, we discuss some
consequences and extensions to the merqe operation.

3.1 State-of-the-art

Different proposals [2J [5J [8J [13J [16J have been made to securely in
sert a device in a group of devices. Because they come along with their
own notion of community and their own definition of "secure Insertion" ,
all these proposals are hardly comparable. Moreover, not all these pro
posals fit horne ad hoc networks, first because devices are not always
available in horne ad hoc networks, and also because devices cannot al
ways communicate by pair, mostly due to the fact that the devices in
horne ad hoc networks may use heterogeneous communication protocols
and media. Nevertheless, some common properties can be drawn out:

User participation
Generally, both the inserted device and the inserting device require
user actions such as entering a PIN code or a password, pressing a
button, generating a key and inserting it in the right devices, etc.
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A uto-detection
To reduce user participation, incoming dcviees announce them
selves to , or are detected by, at least one deviee in t he community.

Need for secure channel
Most inser tion methods require transmission of secret informat ion ,
either between deviees or between their users , e.g. whispering a
password .

It also ap pears that, whenever auto-detect ion is used , th e user is not
given the possibility to choose the inserting deviee.

Instead , t he detector may become the inser ting deviee (figure 3). This
case could happen for instance with the Resurrectin g Duckling [15J and
with 802.11 [8J in ad hoc mode.

1:
I
I
I
I
I
I

:4
: Start insertion
I..

New Detector
device device

I
I

Insertionrequest . :
I

Notifyuser :

T ..

Fiqure 3. T he detect ing device immedia tely becomcs the inser ting device.

Ano ther option is that the detector forwards information to a prede
termined cont roller that becomes the inser ting deviee (figure 4). T his
case could happen for instance with Zigbee [5J [9], UP nP [16J and 802.11
[8J in infrastructure mode when the access point is used as a controller .
Con troller based solut ions generally correspond to cent ra lized solut ions ,
that do not meet horne ad hoc networks requirements.

Auto-detection should not impl y forced choiee of the insert ing deviee.
Fi rst of all, t his complicates the user 's understanding of the process
when he or she is surprised by the automatie choiee. Moreover, this
forbid s insertion when the user does not have enough rights to log on
the detector or controller deviee, even though he or she possesses enough
rights to log on other deviees of the community that could have endorsed
the role of inserting device.
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Figure 4. The detecting device forwards to a controller, that becomes the inserting
device.

3.2 Free choice of the inserting device

We now modify the beginning of the insertion method described in
section 2 so that the user freely chooses the inserting device. In order to
do so, we propose to use a store-and-forward technique: devices of the
community store insertion requests instead of immediately serving them.
The user freely chooses a device in the community, and asks to start
insertion. This device asks all the reaehable deviees of its community
for their stored pending requests, and then endorses the next steps of
the insertion process, on behalf of the formerly detector devices.

More precisely, if t.he user chooses x, then x sends a message to all the
devices in A(x) that are reachable, including itself. Each of these devices
that has pending requests sends them back t.o s. If at. least one pending
request is collected, the chosen device ean execute its usual insertion
protoeol, playing the role of t.he inserting deviee. When modifying the
beginning of the insertion process, one should care about. some technical
det.ails:

• Onee a detector has sent its pending requests, it should forget them
immediately in order to avoid retransmission of formerly honored
requests.

• When t.he chosen device endorses the role of inserting device, there
is no need to notify the user since he or she is already logged on,
as done in step 2 of the algorithm in section 2.2.

The beginning of t.he algorithm explained in section 2.2 has to be
modified as follows:
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Figure 5. A new method for starting device insertion.

1 The user chooses a device x of the community, logs in, and asks
for extended insertion.

2 x securely sends to all the reachable devices {yo . . .Yn} of its com
munity arequest for pending request.

3 Each device Yi broadcasts the provablc identity of x and listens for
provable identities they do not know as being in the community.

4 Each device Yi sends to x the list of provable identities it has stored.

5 The algorithm described in section 2.2 continues normally at step
2. The only difference is that x sends the messages to the de
vice that has returned to it the provable identity to be inserted.
This device forwards the messages between x and the device to be
inserted.

It is important that each device Yi broadcasts the provable identity of
x. Indeed, if it does not, the device to be inserted in the community can
not receive the provable identity of x, and consequently can not insert
x in its own community.

3.3 Consequences

This proposal can be applied to many insertion method, since only
the beginning of the process needs to be modified.

The user finds more comfort in choosing his or her favorite device
for performing insertion. Moreover, insertion will benefit from rich user
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interacti ons such as checking the random art visua lization [1 2J of a prov
ab le ident ity instead of its hexadecimal st ring, key generation could ben
efit from mouse moves, etc. If at least one device in the community can
perform such functions and make its life easie r , the user will intuit ively
choose it .

An interesting point is that this extension of the inser tion of a device
in a comm unity can also be used for t he merge of two communit ies. Con
sequent ly, none of the detecting devices need 1,0 be used , (figure 6) and
the user can freely choose the inserting device in both the communit ies
1,0 be merged . Techn ical details of this exte nsion are not discussed in
this paper.

A comm.Jlli ty An incomming conmunity

G) Q ~ (@ G) G)
~ 4

Figure 6. Unconstrained device choice when merging comm unities .

CONCLUSION

Home networks are a very demanding kind of communit ies. Most
difficulties come from the mix of secur ity needs and poor administ ration.
In this pap er , we've prop osed ways 1,0 improve robustness and handiness
of one crit ical home ad hoc network operation : the secure insertion of a
device. We believe tha t using these proposals in home dev ices will allow
better secur ity acceptance from the user . Furth er work in the same
direction should now consider extensions such as : allowing insertion of
guest devices within th e community or allowing temporary merging of
communit ies.
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